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Custom-designed Butcher Aprons made from
waxed canvas with leather ties.
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We specialize in designing & producing
custom products.
But the word ‘custom’ has many different meanings.
Custom can be as simple as an order of our open stock products that have been
personalized with your company logo or graphic element.
It can also mean one of our open stock product designs that’s been manufactured using
a different combination of fabric and thread or in which certain design features have
been modified.
Finally, we’re able to start with a clean sheet of paper and design a custom product to
your unique specifications.
No matter which direction you take, all our goods are made here in the USA from
domestically-sourced materials made from 100% cotton.

Organic cotton Dish Towel
‘blanks’ screenprinted with a
customer’s logo.

Two Café Aprons: one
silkscreen imprinted (left);
and the other (right) made
with custom fabric and thread
with a modified lap pocket.
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Promote your brand by imprinting your
company’s logo or graphics.
Help your business project a professional appearance.
Choose from a variety of methods to apply your logo or other graphic elements to
our products.
A simple rubber stamp can be made from your artwork and then applied using
washable, food-safe ink.
Silkscreen printing is a better choice for larger, more complex or multi-colored
designs. We can also produce high-quality printed vinyl transfers and then apply
them using a heat-set press.
We can have your artwork, names or logo stitched on using high-quality
embroidery in single- or multiple-color thread.
All imprinting options require a fixed ‘prep’ charge plus a cost to imprint on each
unit. Contact us to discuss which method works best for you.
Finally, we make some of our products as ‘blanks’ - without the RMD label that you can then imprint yourself.
Demi-Chef Apron imprinted
with a rubber stamp of
customer’s logo.

Set of four different designs applied to Dish
Towels using 2-color silkscreen.
Simple embroidery on DemiChef Aprons.
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Customize our open stock designs with
your choice of fabric & thread.
Create products to match your company’s decor or branding colors.
We’ve partnered with mills, distributors and other suppliers across the country to
source fabric, thread, trims and hardware. That means you can choose from dozens
of fabric colors and weights, fiber type, and even pattern, weave or finish.
Our thread distributors offer literally hundreds of color options. Trims like neckor waist straps or twill tape dish towel hangers come in a variety of weights,
widths and colors. Hardware such as neck strap buckles, ‘D’ rings or grommets are
available in a wide range of sizes, materials and finishes.
Finally, we’re happy to offer our products as private label with your company’s tag.
Whatever your needs, contact us to start the process and we’ll be happy to prepare
an estimate.

Demi-Chef Apron
in black denim (left);
Classic Chef Apron
(right) in dyed
canvas.
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Custom-designed products start with your
idea and a clean sheet of paper.
If you can imagine it, we can probably make it.
We design and produce products made to your individual specifications. After
learning about your needs and requirements, we produce scale drawings that are
refined as we receive your input.
Once the design approved and the
materials selected we will provide a
firm manufacturing cost estimate. We’ll
make a pattern and pre-production
sample for your approval. After your
sign-off, we’ll order the fabric, thread
and trims and add the project to our
production queue.
Working drawings for
a custom artist’s apron.
Soft bread ‘baskets’
made to match a
restaurant customer’s
decor.

Custom linen apron with
self-ties (left); custom
Butcher Apron from waxed
canvas with grommets and
lattigo leather ties (right).
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Private label Cargo
Tote made from
domestic organic cotton
canvas.
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Custom product terms and general information.
Minimums, pricing & cancellation:
All custom products are subject to minimum order
quantities of 50 pieces per item; 100 pieces per
item for private label projects. Tiered discounts are
available at higher quantities.
Pricing is determined by estimate. Production will
commence upon receipt of approval and a deposit
of 50% of the estimate total. The remaining balance
plus actual shipping costs are due when orders are
shipped.
At our option, we reserve the right to charge a nonrefundable design fee for complex projects.

Although a project may be cancelled at any
time, once ordered, the costs for fabric, trims
and hardware are non-refundable as are any
labor, imprinting or other costs incurred prior to
cancellation. Custom products may not be returned.

Payment terms & shipping:
Deposit and balance due payments may be made
by credit card, company check or bank transfer.
Company checks are subject to bank clearance prior
to ordering materials, manufacturing or release for
shipping.
All orders are FOB Redmond, WA, USA. Unless
otherwise requested, shipments will be sent via UPS

Ground. Orders billed to customer’s account at a
different carrier will be charged a fee for handling
and packaging.
Please inspect all shipments upon receipt. Claims
for damage in transit must be made to the carrier.

For more information or to get started:
To inquire about custom products, please contact
Kent Lufkin at 425-466-2656 or by email at kent@
rawmaterialsdesign.com.
You’ll find more about our company and our
products online at www.rawmaterialsdesign.com and
at www.facebook.com/rawmaterialsdesign

From left: Imprinted artist’s materials
tote; private label drink coasters; 2-color
imprinted apron; waxed cotton apron
with lattigo leather ties; private label
Utility Apron; custom apron from black
denim, trims and scarlet thread.
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